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ABSTRACT

Exploitation of memory-corruption vulnerabilities in widely-used software has been a threat for over two decades and no end seems to be in sight. Since performance and backwards compatibility trump security concerns, popular programs such as web browsers, servers, and office suites still contain large amounts of untrusted legacy code written in error-prone languages such as C and C++. At the same time, modern exploits are evolving quickly and routinely incorporate sophisticated techniques such as code reuse and memory disclosure. As a result, they bypass all widely deployed countermeasures including data execution prevention (DEP) and code randomization such as address space layout randomization (ASLR).

The good news is that the security community has recently introduced several promising prototype defenses that offer a more principled response to modern exploits. Even though these solutions have improved substantially over time, they are not perfect and weaknesses that allow bypasses are continually being discovered. Moreover, it remains to be seen whether these prototype defenses can be matured and integrated into operating systems, compilers, and other systems software.

This paper provides a brief overview of current state-of-the-art exploitation and defense techniques against run-time exploits and elaborates on innovative research prototypes that may one day stem the tide of sophisticated exploits. We also provide a brief analysis and categorization of existing defensive techniques and ongoing work in the areas of code randomization and control-flow integrity, and cover both hardware and software-based solutions.

Categories and Subject Descriptors

D.4.6 [Software]: Operating Systems—Security and Protection
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1. INTRODUCTION

When the C language was designed four decades ago, computers were much less powerful, less networked, and thus much less exposed to malicious activities. In the pursuit of efficiency and flexibility, security features such as automatic memory management, strong typing, and overflow checks were omitted from C. As a result, programming errors can lead to memory corruption that causes unexpected program behavior and can be exploited for malicious purposes.

Modern systems incorporate a large amount of C/C++/Objective-C code and hand-written assembly code for performance and legacy reasons. This includes operating system kernels, web browsers, document viewers and language implementations for JavaScript, Flash, Java, PHP, etc. Despite the existence of many type-safe languages, members of the C family consistently inhabit the top ten in rankings of programming language popularity [54, 44]. This leaves the security research community with the challenge of mitigating exploits without abandoning the unsafe language features or introducing high overheads while at the same time remaining fully compatible with all existing code.

The goal of this paper is to give an overview of recent offensive and defensive systems security research in the context of runtime exploits. We start by giving a general overview of code reuse attacks (Section 1.1) and defenses (Section 1.2) and then describe offensive techniques that threaten to undermine the security of several improved defenses (Section 2). Finally, Section 3 highlights advanced defenses that aim to resist offensive techniques while at the same time offering practicality and efficiency.

1.1 From Code Injection to Code Reuse

The classic buffer overflow vulnerability allows an adversary to inject malicious code on the stack and overwrite a function’s return address in order to direct execution to the exploit payload [3]. Stack smashing attacks became rare after deployment of techniques such as stack canaries [14]. However, attackers quickly adapted and moved to exploitation on the heap [42]. Modern operating systems defend against code injection attacks through Data Execution Prevention (DEP) [41]. DEP prohibits memory pages from be-
As with many real-world ROP attacks, the disclosure of a single runtime memory address is sufficient. However, in contrast to standard ROP attacks, JIT-ROP does not require the precise knowledge of the code part or function the memory address points to. It can use any code pointer such as a return address on the stack to instantiate the attack. Based on that leaked address, JIT-ROP discloses the contents of other memory pages by recursively searching for pointers to other code pages and generates the ROP payload at runtime.

The workflow of a JIT-ROP attack is shown in Figure 1. Here, we assume that fine-grained ASLR has been applied to each executable module in the address space of the (vulnerable) application. First, the adversary exploits a memory disclosure vulnerability to retrieve the runtime address of a code pointer 1. One of the main observations of Snow et al. [51] is that the disclosed address will reside on a 4KB-aligned memory page (Page0 in Figure 1). Hence, at runtime, one can identify the start and end of Page0 2. Using a disassembler at runtime, Page0 is then disassembled on-the-fly 3. The disassembled page provides 4KB of gadget space 4, and more importantly, it is likely that it contains direct branch instructions to other pages, e.g., a call to Func_B 5. Since Func_B resides on another memory page (namely Page1), JIT-ROP can again determine the page start and end, and disassemble Page1 6. This procedure is repeated as long as new direct branches pointing to yet undiscovered memory pages can be identified 7. Using the disassembled pages, a runtime gadget finder is then used to identify useful ROP gadgets (e.g., LOAD, STORE, or ADD 9). Finally, the ROP payload is composed based on the discovered ROP gadgets and a high-level description of the desired functionality provided by the adversary 10.

The threat of memory disclosure is not limited to JIT-ROP. For example, Shacham et al. [49], Bittau et al. [8] and Siebert et al. [50] all demonstrated how attackers can re-
peatedly probe servers and analyze response characteristics to remotely bypass both coarse and fine-grained ASLR.

2.2 Bypassing Coarse-Grained CFI

The benefits of the so-called coarse-grained solutions come at the price of relaxing the original CFI policy. Abstractly speaking, coarse-grained CFI allows for CFG relaxations that allow many additional execution paths beyond those intended by the programmer. The most notable difference is that the coarse-grained CFI policy for return instructions only validates if the return address points to an instruction that follows directly after a call instruction [40, 58]. In contrast, the original policy for fine-grained CFI ensures that the return address points to the original caller of a function (based on a shadow stack). That is, a function return is only allowed to return to its original caller. On the other hand, several solutions use heuristics to compensate for the coarse-grained protection of returns, e.g., by monitoring the number of instructions executed between a pre-defined number of consecutive indirect branches [40, 13]. The goal is to detect the execution of a number of short instruction sequences which is a typical pattern of return-oriented programming attacks.

Davi et al. [18] conduct a systematic security analysis of the recently proposed CFI solutions including kBouncer [40], ROPPecker [13], CFI for COTS binaries [58], ROPGuard [23], and Microsoft’s EMET tool [36]. In particular, they derive a combined CFI policy that, for each type of indirect indirect branch and behavioral heuristic (e.g., the number of instruction executed between two indirect branches), uses the most restrictive setting among the aforementioned policies. Their security analysis demonstrates that based on the access to only a single — and commonly used system library in Windows — an adversary can still construct a Turing-complete gadget set. In particular, a new gadget type has been developed called long-NOP. This gadget bypasses heuristics that check for chains of short instruction sequences by invoking a long sequence that performs well-controlled memory writes without disrupting the actual payload, i.e., it also compensates for side-effects by saving registers before it is executed and loading them after the memory writes have been issued.

Other researchers have demonstrated weaknesses of coarse-grained CFI by constructing attacks that target specific CFI implementations. Göktaş et al. [26] demonstrate attacks against the Compact Control-Flow Integrity and Randomization (CCFIR) [57] approach using call-preceded gadgets to invoke sensitive functions via direct calls. Carlini and Wagner [11] as well as Schuster et al. [46] demonstrate flushing attacks that eliminate return-oriented programming traces before a critical function is invoked.

3. ADVANCED DEFENSES

We now turn our attention to approaches that aim to withstand even the advanced exploitation techniques outlined in the previous section.

3.1 Fine-Grained Code Randomization

The introduction of JIT-ROP and other offensive techniques relying on memory disclosure, made it apparent that increasing the granularity of code randomization is not enough to thwart runtime exploits. There are two ways that defenders can address the threat of memory disclosure: 1) taking steps to prevent memory disclosure or 2) tolerating memory disclosure. We discuss each strategy in turn.

Hiding the code layout is one way to prevent adversaries from launching JIT-ROP attacks against diversified code. Backes and Nürnberger [6] proposed to prevent code discovery (Step 9) in the original JIT-ROP approach by hiding pointers between code pages. Davi et al. [19] show that this approach is insecure because the adversary can harvest code pointers from C++ virtual tables instead of following pointers between code pages. Backes et al. [5] and Gionta et al. [25] later proposed two execute-only memory solutions: XnR and HideM respectively. However, these two approaches do not consider the threat of pointer harvesting.

Readactor by Crane et al. [16] aims at addressing some of the shortcomings of previous approaches. Specifically, it combines hardware-enforced execute-only memory and code pointer hiding to prevent both direct memory disclosure (code reads) and indirect disclosure through code pointer harvesting. In addition, Readactor scales beyond benchmarks to complex, real-world software such as browsers and JIT engines. One remaining challenge is that Readactor only runs on processors that support hardware accelerated paging\(^1\) (HAP) and requires an operating system or kernel extension to exposes these features to application programs.

\(^1\) Intel calls this feature Extended Page Tables while AMD markets this features as Nested Page Tables.
Control-flow randomization is an alternative way to tolerate code layout disclosure. Whereas Readactor, XnR, and HideM aim to prevent memory disclosure the Isomeron approach by Davi et al. [19] instead tolerates memory disclosure. A successful ROP attack requires an attacker to, among other things, 1) discover gadget addresses and 2) reliably transfer the control flow from one gadget to another. Most probabilistic defenses target the first requirement. Isomeron targets the second and therefore operates on the conservative assumption that adversaries know the code layout and instead randomizes control-flow transfers. In particular, Isomeron keeps two isomers (clones) of all functions in memory; one isomer retains the original program layout while the other is diversified. On each function call, Isomeron randomly determines whether the return instruction should switch execution to the other isomer or keep executing functions in the current isomer. Upon each function return, the result of the random trial is retrieved, and if a decision to switch was made, an offset (the distance between the calling function \( f \) and its isomer \( f' \)) is added to the return address. Since the attacker does not know which return addresses will have an offset added and which will not, return addresses injected during a ROP attack will no longer be used “as is” and instead, the ROP attack becomes unreliable due to the possible addition of offsets to the injected gadget addresses. Since Isomeron is implemented as dynamic binary instrumentation framework it suffers from performance penalties and requires extra memory to hold the two program instances. In order to bring the performance overhead in line with efficient code layout randomization techniques [29, 20, 55], Isomeron could be integrated into a compiler.

Isomeron may be able to simultaneously protect against side-channel attacks in addition to code-reuse attacks. We observe that Crane et al. uses a similar control-flow randomization mechanism to rapidly alternate between two diversified program clones to thwart cache-based side-channel attacks [15]. We believe the two approaches can be readily combined.

### 3.2 Control-Flow Integrity

The literature on control-flow integrity is substantial. Consequently, we limit our discussion to recent and unconventional approaches.

CFI policy randomization prevents attacks against coarse-grained CFI. Opaque Control-Flow Integrity (O-CFI) is a hybrid approach that recasts CFI as a bounds checking problem [37]. Instead of checking the target address of each indirect branch against a list of valid targets, O-CFI checks that the target address is within the bounds defined by the maximal and minimal addresses in the list of valid targets. To avoid attacks wherein attackers construct a ROP chain that adheres to all bounds checks, O-CFI randomizes the code layout at load-time. Code layout randomization has the desired side-effect of also randomizing the bounds that each ROP chain must adhere to. By protecting the bounds table against memory leakage vulnerabilities, O-CFI aims to resist JIT-ROP [51], Blind ROP [8], and gadget-stitching attacks [18, 26, 11, 27]. With an average overhead of 4.7%, O-CFI offers efficient protection on current processors. However, forthcoming Intel processors will include Memory Protection eXtensions (MPX) with support for hardware-accelerated bounds checking. Note that like Isomeron, O-CFI randomizes the code layout but tolerates code layout disclosure. Where Isomeron randomizes the control-flow, O-CFI constrains the control-flow using a random and thus unknown control-flow policy—in both cases, the adversary is unable to reliably chain ROP gadgets together. The current implementation of O-CFI is based on binary rewriting which makes it hard to recover a precise control-flow graph. A source-based implementation of O-CFI would be able to impose tighter bounds on indirect control-flow transfers (particularly for programs written in C++) and thus increase resilience to attacks.

**Forward-edge CFI:** In general, one can distinguish between backward and forward edges in the control-flow graph (CFG) of an application. The former are representative for function return instructions. In contrast, the latter edges are due to function call and jump instructions. Recently, a number of approaches have focused on applying CFI to forward edges. In particular, compilers for C++ applications emit indirect call instructions to support virtual method calling via virtual tables. SAFEDISPATCH [31] and Google’s CFI compiler [53] both ensure that an adversary cannot manipulate a virtual table (vtable) pointer so that it points to an adversary-controlled (malicious) vtable. However, these approaches require the source code of the application which might not be always readily available. In order to protect binary code, a number of CFI approaches have been presented recently [24, 56, 43]. Although these approaches require no access to source code, they are not as fine-grained as their compiler-based counterparts. A novel attack technique denoted as COOP (counterfeit object-oriented programming) undermines the CFI protection of these binary instrumentation-based defenses by invoking a chain of virtual methods through legitimate call sites to induce malicious program behavior [45].

**Hardware-assisted CFI:** The majority of research on CFI has focused on software-based solutions. However, hardware-based CFI approaches have several advantages over software-based counterparts: first, it is significantly more efficient. Second, CFI support in hardware easily allows compilers to harden software programs as only single CFI instructions need to be emitted rather than complex and large CFI checking code. Third, dedicated CFI hardware instructions and separate CFI memory provide an efficient and strong protection of critical CFI control-flow data.

The first hardware-based CFI approach has been presented by Budiu et al. [10]. They realized the original CFI proposal [1, 2] as a CFI state machine in a simulation environment of the Alpha processor. HAFIX is a recent hardware-based control-flow integrity protection that has been implemented on real hardware targeting Intel Siskiyou Peak and SPARC [17, 4]. It generates 2% performance overhead across different embedded benchmarks and focuses on thwart return-oriented programming attacks exploiting function returns.

As previously mentioned, the original software-based CFI implementation validates function returns using a shadow stack [2]: all return addresses that are pushed on the program’s stack through call instructions are copied to a protected shadow stack. However shadow stack significantly decrease performance and lead to false positives for certain programming constructs (e.g., C++ exceptions with stack unwinding, setjmp/longjmp).
To reduce the cost of maintaining a shadow stack, HAFIX simply confines function returns to active call sites [17]. In other words, it forces a return to target a call-preceded instruction inside a function that is currently executing. This CFI policy can be efficiently implemented in hardware and requires only minimal changes to the compiler.

![Diagram of HAFIX](image)

**Figure 2: Abstract design of HAFIX**

Figure 2 shows the underlying design to enforce the HAFIX CFI policy. To monitor functions that are currently executing, HAFIX requires the compiler to assign unique labels to each function. Further, it forces each subroutine upon call to issue a CFIBR instruction. This instruction loads the label of the function into a dedicated memory area, called the label state memory, to indicate that the function is active (Step 1). Internally, direct and indirect call instructions lead to a processor state switch in which the processor only accepts CFIBR. To deactivate a function, HAFIX uses the CFIDEL instruction which effectively removes the label from the label state memory (Step 2).

In HAFIX, return instructions need to target an active call site. This is enforced by switching the processor state where only the so-called CFIRET instruction is allowed. In this state, only a CFIRET that uses a currently active label in the label state memory is allowed (Step 3). Otherwise, a CFI exception is raised.

On the compiler side, HAFIX only requires the compiler to emit the new CFI instructions at their corresponding places: CFIBR at function start, CFIRET at all call sites, and CFIDEL at function return.

HAFIX reduces the number of available call sites by 80% for static benchmark binaries. In other words, only every fifth call site is a valid target of a return. Obviously, the gadget space is further reduced for applications that link to shared libraries since only the instruction following the call of a library function is a valid target for the return.

Currently, HAFIX targets bare-metal code for static applications running on embedded processors. It remains to show how HAFIX can be applied to complex applications that also link to shared libraries and run on top of a operating system.

### 3.3 Code-Pointer Integrity

Based on a careful and detailed analysis of memory corruption [52], Szekeres et al. identified code-pointer integrity (CPI) as a defensive alternative to both code randomization and control-flow integrity. Whereas CFI seeks to detect invalid targets of control-flow transfers, CPI places sensitive control-flow data (e.g., function pointers and return addresses) in a “safe region” separated from all non-control-flow data. Kuznetsov et al. [34] presented the first implementation of code-pointer integrity. Although the worst-case overheads of CPI are high, the overall cost of protection is competitive with CFI and code randomization. CPI is no silver bullet, however, and bypasses have started to appear [21].

### 4. CONCLUSION

While we have barely skimmed the surface of modern offensive and defensive research, we hope to have brought some clarity to the exciting field of runtime exploits. We do not anticipate that any of the advanced defenses we have discussed will put an end to exploitation overnight. Instead, we expect slow but steady progress towards mature software-based defenses, slower progress towards support for hardware security mechanisms, and glacially slow progress towards safer languages. It is evident that building secure systems that contain large amounts of unsafe legacy code is a non-trivial if not impossible undertaking.
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